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Abstract
In this paper we present for the first time examples of algebraic limit cycles and saddle loops of
degree greater than 4 for planar quadratic systems. In particular, we give examples of algebraic limit
cycles of degree 5 and 6, and algebraic saddle loops of degree 3 and 5 surrounding a strong focus.
We also give an example of an invariant algebraic curve of degree 12 for which the quadratic system
has no Darboux integrating factors or first integrals.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We shall study polynomial differential systems in R2 defined by
x˙ = p(x, y), y˙ = q(x, y), (1)
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p(x, y) =
2∑
i,j=0
pi,j x
iyj , q(x, y) =
2∑
i,j=0
qi,j x
iyj . (2)
We shall call such differential systems quadratic systems. Mainly, we shall work with
quadratic systems with p and q coprime. The object of our study will be the limit cy-
cles of such systems, namely, algebraic limit cycles given by zeroes of some irreducible
polynomial ϕ in the ring R[x, y], where
ϕ(x, y) =
n∑
i,j=0
ϕi,j x
iyj .
If the zero set of the invariant algebraic curve ϕ(x, y) = 0 has a nontrivial real branch then
it gives an invariant curve of system (1) if and only if there exists a polynomial k = k(x, y)
satisfying
p
∂ϕ
∂x
+ q ∂ϕ
∂y
− kϕ = 0. (3)
The polynomial k is called a cofactor of the curve ϕ = 0. In case of quadratic systems the
cofactor can be at most linear. A limit cycle which is also an irreducible invariant algebraic
curve of degree n for system (1) is called an algebraic limit cycle of degree n. A similar
definition also holds for algebraic saddle-loops.
Until now only five different families of algebraic limit cycles for quadratic systems
have been found: one of degree 2 in 1958 [11], and four of degree 4 (Yablonskii [13] in
1966, Filiptsov [10] in 1973 and [2] in 2001). It is known that there are no algebraic limit
cycles of degree 3, see Evdokimenco [7–9] from 1970 to 1979, or see Theorem 11 of [4]
for a short proof. Recently, it has also been proved in [3], that there are no other algebraic
limit cycles of degree 4.
The question of whether quadratic systems can have algebraic limit cycles of higher
degree has remained open since the first examples of algebraic limit cycles of degree 4
appeared in 1966 by Yablonskii [13] and in 1973 by Filiptsov [10]. In this paper we shall
give explicit examples of algebraic limit cycles of degree 5 and 6 in Theorems 2 and 3.
In Theorem 5 we classify all the saddle-loops of degree 3 for quadratic systems which
have a focus in their interior, and in Theorem 6 we show the existence of a saddle-loop
of degree 5. Interestingly, this saddle-loop does not appear to be part of a larger family of
algebraic limit cycles.
In the final section we provide an example of a quadratic system with an invariant alge-
braic curve of degree 12 which is not Darboux integrable (i.e., it has no Darboux integrating
factors or first integrals; or, alternatively, it has no Liouvillian first integral). Until recently,
the highest degree examples known of such curves was at most 8.
2. Algebraic limit cycles of degrees 5 and 6
The main idea used in this section is to apply a change of variables to a known quadratic
system with an algebraic limit cycle, which preserves the degree of the system, but in-
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to change the independent variable or the time of the system. For this purpose we use the
birational transformation
(x, y) → (x/y2,1/y), (4)
after an appropriate translation. In fact, this transformation is an involution.
If the system is of the form
x˙ = αx + βy + 2ex2 + bxy + cy2,
y˙ = γ x + δy + exy + fy2, (5)
where the dot denotes derivative with respect to time t , then it is easy to see that applying
the transformation X = x/y2, Y = 1/y, and doing the change of time dt = Y ds, the above
system still remain in the class of quadratic systems; i.e., we get the system
x′ = −eX − f Y − γXY − δY 2,
y′ = (b − 2f )X + cY − 2γX2 + (α − 2δ)XY + βY 2,
here the prime denotes derivative with respect to time s.
As a simple example, we show that the example of Yablonskii with an algebraic limit
cycle of degree 4 can be obtained from the well-known example of an algebraic limit cycle
of degree 2 due to Yuan-Xun Qin [11].
Proposition 1. The system of Yablonskii,
x˙ = −4abcx − (a + b)y + 3(a + b)cx2 + 4xy,
y˙ = ab(a + b)x − 4abcy + (4ab − 3(a + b)2/2 + 4abc2)x2
+8(a + b)cxy + 8y2, (6)
with irreducible invariant algebraic curve
x2(−a + x)(−b + x)+ (cx2 + y)2 = 0, (7)
can be transformed to the system
x′ = −3(a + b)cx − 4y + 4abcx2 + (a + b)xy,
y′ = (ab(1 + 4c2)− 3(a2 + b2)/2)x + 2(a + b)cy + ab(a + b)x2
+4abcxy + 2(a + b)y2,
with the invariant algebraic curve
− (a − b)
2
4ab
+ ab
(
x − a + b
2ab
)2
+ (y + c)2 = 0, (8)
using the transformation (x, y) → (1/x, y/x2) and the change of time dt = Xds. The
algebraic curves (7) and (8) both give limit cycles when abc = 0, a = b, ab > 0, and
4c2(a − b)2 + (3a − b)(a − 3b) < 0, and the transformation maps the one limit cycle onto
the other.
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x˙ = 2(1 + 2x − 2ax2 + 6xy), y˙ = 8 − 3a − 14ax − 2axy − 8y2, (9)
which has the invariant algebraic curve
1
4
+ x − x2 + ax3 + xy + x2y2 = 0, (10)
which defines an algebraic limit cycle of degree 4 for 0 < a < 1/4. This is the system
discovered by Chavarriga et al. [2,3].
By first shifting one of the singular points of system (9) to the origin and then applying
transformation (4) we get that the new system has the form (5).
Theorem 2. System
x˙ = 28x − 12
α + 4y
2 − 2(α2 − 16)(12 + α)x2 + 6(3α − 4)xy,
y˙ = (32 − 2α2)x + 8y − (α + 12)(α2 − 16)xy + (10α − 24)y2 (11)
has an irreducible algebraic invariant curve of degree 5 given by
x2 + (16 − α2)x3 + (α − 2)x2y + 1
(4 + α)2 y
4 − 6
(4 + α)2 y
5 − 2
4 + αxy
2
+ (α − 4)(12 + α)
4
x2y2 + (12 + α)
4 + α xy
4 + 8 − α
4 + α xy
3 = 0. (12)
For α ∈ (3√7/2,4) the curve (12) contains an algebraic limit cycle of degree 5.
Proof. Let a = 16 − α2. When we make the change of coordinates
(x, y) =
(
u
v2
− 1
α + 4 ,
1
v
+ α − 2
2
)
, (13)
multiply by v, and replace (u, v) again with (x, y), system (9) becomes (11). The curve
(12) is obtained from (10) by means of the same change of coordinates and multiplication
by v6. The irreducibility of (12) follows from the irreducibility of (10).
Since the curve (10) contains an algebraic limit cycle for a ∈ (0,1/4), one may easily
check, that the above oval does not intersect the singular line of the transformation (13), so
the theorem follows. 
By changing coordinates to a different singular point and applying a linear transforma-
tion which preserves the form (5) we obtain the following
Theorem 3. System
x˙ = 28(β − 30)βx + y + 168β2x2 + 3xy,
y˙ = 16β(β − 30)(14(β − 30)βx + 5y + 84β2x2)+ 24(17β − 6)βxy + 6y2 (14)
has an irreducible algebraic invariant curve of degree 6 given by
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+24(β − 30)3β2xy + 144(β − 30)(β − 2)2β2x3y + 48(β − 30)4β3x2
+576(β − 30)2(−2 + β)2β3x4 − 432(β − 2)2β2(3 + 2β)x4y
−3456(β − 30)(−2 + β)2β3(3 + 2β)x5 + 3456(β − 2)2β3(12 + β)(3 + 2β)x6
+24(β − 30)2β2(9β − 4)x2y + 64(β − 30)3β3(9β − 4)x3 = 0. (15)
For β ∈ (3/2,2) the curve (15) contains an algebraic limit cycle of degree 6.
Proof. Let a = (4 − β2)/7. When we make the change of coordinates
(x, y) =
(
v + 4uβ(−30 + 3u(−2 + β)+ β)
12u2β(β2 − 4) ,
30 − β − u(8 + 3β)
14u
)
, (16)
multiply by −21βu/2, and replace (u, v) again with (x, y), system (9) becomes (14). The
curve (15) is obtained from (10) by means of the same change of coordinates and multipli-
cation by 2016β2(β2 − 4)2u6. The irreducibility of (12) is now obvious.
Since the curve (10) contains an algebraic limit cycle for a ∈ (0,1/4), the theorem
follows in a way similar to the last part of Theorem 2. 
Open question 1. Does there exist a chain of rational transformations (as, for instance,
(x, y) → (x/y2,1/y) with dt = y ds, or (x, y) → (1/x, y/x2) with dt = x ds) which give
examples of quadratic polynomial systems with algebraic limit cycles of arbitrary degree?
3. Invariant algebraic separatrix saddle-loops of degrees 3 and 5
surrounding a focus
When the system is integrable it is easy to find examples of a period annulus whose
boundary is given by an algebraic saddle-loop. We are only interested in the case where
the saddle-loop has a focus in its interior.
In this section, we classify all saddle-loops situated on invariant cubic curves surround-
ing a focus, and give an example of degree 5. We shall use the following classification.
Theorem 4 [1, Theorem 8]. A quadratic system (1) which has an irreducible cubic invari-
ant curve f (x, y) = 0 is affine-equivalent, scaling the variable t, if necessary, to one of the
following systems:
(i) f (x, y) =∑2i+j=0 mijxiyj + xy(αx + βy), with αβ = 0, and
x˙ = ∂f/∂y, y˙ = −∂f/∂x.
(ii) f (x, y) =∑2i+j=0 mijxiyj + x(αx2 + βxy + γy2), with β2 < 4αγ , and
x˙ = ∂f/∂y, y˙ = −∂f/∂x.
(iii) f (x, y) = m00 +m10x +m02y2 + x3 and
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y˙ = (3b02m00 + b20m02m10 + 2b02m10x)/(3m02)+ b20x2 + b02y2.
(iv) f (x, y) = y2 + x3 and
x˙ = 2(b01x − y + b11x2 + b02xy)/3, y˙ = b01y + x2 + b11xy + b02y2.
(v) f (x, y) = x2 ± y2 + x3 and
x˙ = 2(b01x + (B02 ∓B20)y + b01x2 + 3B02xy),
y˙ = 2(B20 ∓B02)x + 2b01y + 3B20x2 + 3b01xy + 9B02y2.
(vi) f (x, y) = y + x3 and
x˙ = (a + bx + cx2 + dxy)/3, y˙ = by − ax2 + cxy + dy2.
(vii) f (x, y) = 1 + xy + x3 and
x˙ = 3a11 + a10x + a20x2 + a11xy,
y˙ = 3a20 − 9a11x − a10y − 3a10x2 + 2a20xy + 2a11y2.
(viii) f (x, y) = 1 + x + x2y and
x˙ = −a11/2 − (b01/2 + a11/4)x + (a11 − 4b11 − 2b01)x2/8 + a11xy,
y˙ = (4b11 − 2b01 + a11)/8 + b01y + b11xy − 2a11y2.
(ix) f (x, y) = m10x +m01y + x2y, with m01 = 0, and
x˙ = (2a20m01 + b02m10)/2 + a20x2,
y˙ = −
(
a20m10 + 12m01 b02m
2
10
)
−
(
2a20 + 12m01 b02m10
)
xy + b02y2.
(x) f (x, y) = m00 +m10x +m01y + x2y, with m00 = 0, and
x˙ = a20m01 + 12m00 b01m01m10 −
1
2
b01x + a20x2,
y˙ = −a20m10 − 12m00 b01m
2
10 + b01y −
(
2a20 + b012m00 m10
)
xy
+ 1
m00
b01m01y
2.
(xi) f (x, y) = ∓x2 + y2 + x2y and
x˙ = 2ax + 2y + x2 ∓ axy, y˙ = 2(1 ∓ y)(±x + ay).
(xii) f (x, y) = m10x +m01y +m02y2 + x2y and
x˙ = ∂f/∂y, y˙ = −∂f/∂x.
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x˙ = (2a20 + 4a3a20 + b11)x − 2a2b11y + 2a2a20x2 − (2a20 + b11)axy,
y˙ = −ab11x + (2a20 + 4a3a20 + b11 + 4a3b11)y + 2a2b11xy
−2(2a20 + b11)ay2.
(xiv) f (x, y) = y2 + x(x2 + axy + by2), with b = 0, a2 − 4b = 0, and
x˙ = 6x − (a + 4k)y + 2(3b − a2 − ak)x2 − b(a + 4k)xy,
y˙ = 9y + 6kx2 + 2(3b − a2 + 2ak)xy + b(2k − a)y2.
In order to simplify the notation we shall use different symbols for the parameters than
the ones used in Theorem 4.
Theorem 5. A quadratic system (1) which has an irreducible cubic algebraic invariant
curve which contains a saddle-loop is affine-equivalent, scaling the variable t if necessary,
to one of the following systems:
(a) The system
x˙ = 2(bx + bx2 + (A+B)y + 3Bxy),
y˙ = 2(A+B)x + 3Ax2 + 2by + 3bxy + 9By2, (17)
with invariant curve x2 + x3 − y2 = 0, for
(a.1) (A+B)2 − b2 > 0,
(a.2) b2 + 12B(2B − A) < 0, or b2 + 12B(2B − A)  0 and b2 − 6B(A + B) −
b
√
b2 + 12B(2B −A) > 0.
This is system (v) of Theorem 4 with b01, B02 and B20 replaced by b, A and B , respec-
tively.
(b) The system
x˙ = (2A+ 4a3A+B)x − 2a2By + 2a2Ax2 − (2A+B)axy,
y˙ = −aBx + (2A+ 4a3A+B + 4a3B)y + 2a2Bxy − 2(2A+B)ay2, (18)
with invariant curve −x2/(2a)+ 2axy + y2 + x2y = 0, for
(b.1) a < −1/21/3,
(b.2) 4A2 + 8a3A2 + 4AB + 8a3AB +B2 > 0,
(b.3) A(2A+B) < 0 or A(2A+B) 0 and√
−2
a
<
−4A2 − 8a3A2 − 4AB − 8a3AB −B2
4a2A(2A+B) + 2a.
This is system (xiii) of Theorem 4 with a20 and b11 replaced by A and B , respectively.
Proof. Systems (i), (ii) and (xii) of previous theorem are Hamiltonian, and system (iii) has
a rational first integral. The curves appearing in systems (vi)–(x) are linear in y. The curves
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does not contain loops. This leaves us with the two cases (v) and (xiii) to consider.
Consider first system (v): in order that our curve contains a loop we must choose
f (x, y) = x2 − y2 + x3 in this system. Then, the field has four singular points p0 = (0,0),
p1 = (−2(A+B)/(3A),2b/(9A)), p3 and p4.
The point p0 is located at the multiple point of the curve, and condition (a.1) implies
that it is a saddle. The points p2 and p3 also lie on the invariant curve, and the condition
(a.2) guarantees that they do not lie on the loop of the curve.
For system (xiii) the field has four singular points (taking into account their multiplici-
ties), two of which are located on the invariant algebraic curve, namely
p0 = (0,0), p1 =
(−2a(A+B)
2A+B −
2A+B
4a2A
,
1
2a
+ 4a
2A(A+B)
(2A+B)2
)
.
The other two singular points remain outside the curve, or coincide with one of the first
two.
Condition (b.1) means that the invariant algebraic curve contains a loop: indeed, the
equation −x2/(2a) + 2axy + y2 + x2y = 0, for a < −1/21/3, has two connected compo-
nents, one with a loop with multiple point at p0, and the second one nonsingular.
Condition (b.2) means that p0 is a saddle, and condition (b.3) guarantees that p1 is
located either on the component of the curve not containing the loop, or on the component
with the loop, but not on the loop itself. 
Theorem 6. Let −√10 < f < √10 and r =√10 − f 2; then the system
x˙ = −1 + x + xy,
y˙ = (f + 1)(6 − 3f − r)/24 + (f + 1)(1 + 15f − 4f 2 + (3 + f )r)x/48
− (3(4 + f )− r)y/12 − (f + 1)2(13 − 4f + r)x2/48
+ (f + 1)(5 − 2f − r)xy/24 + 2y2
has an irreducible algebraic invariant phase curve of degree 5 given by ϕ(x, y) equal to
64
(−29350 + 22709f + 792f 2 − 3503f 3 + 604f 4 + r(6047 + f (−4234
+ (1271 − 168f )f )))+ 160(6043 − 3229f − 3743f 2 + 4055f 3 − 1328f 4
+146f 5 + (1 + f )r(−1382 + f (1525 + f (−524 + 57f ))))x
+40(35393 + 2547f − 35526f 2 + 8910f 3 + 7461f 4 − 3681f 5 + 448f 6
− (1 + f )r(7429 + f (−6622 + f (2072 − f (−314 + 27f )))))x2
+20(1 + f )2(−7777 + 26686f − 31976f 2 + 16642f 3 − 3919f 4 + 344f 5
+ (−1 + f )r(−4661 + f (3609 + f (−887 + 67f ))))x3
−10(1 + f )3(13 − 4f + r)3(−5 + 2f + r)2x4 + (1 + f )4(13 − 4f + r)4
× (−5 + 2f + r)x5 + 1920(1726 − 2111f + 808f 2 − 99f 3
+ (−173 − 5(−14 + f )f )r)y + 960(6043 − 4094f − 804f 2 + 950f 3
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−480(1 + f )(13 − 4f + r)2(−5 + 2f + r)(−14 + 5f + 3r)x2y
+240(1 + f )2(13 − 4f + r)3(−5 + 2f + r)x3y
+5760(13 − 4f + r)2(−14 + 5f + 3r)xy2 = 0,
with cofactor 5y. For f ∈ (−11/√13,−3) the invariant algebraic curve ϕ = 0 forms a
saddle-loop surrounding the focus at the origin.
Proof. From the expression for ϕ, we see that it is quadratic in y. A tedious calculation
shows that the discriminant of this quadratic is a polynomial ∆ of degree 6 in x. After
the substitution X = x − 2/(1 + f ), ∆ = (f + 1)X3Q3(X), where Q3 is a polynomial of
degree 3, and
Q3(0) = 80(f − 1)2
(
2985980 +
√
10 − f 2(−1639183 + f (3021297
+f (−2077726 + f (678778 + f (−106179 + 6373f )))))
+f (−6791799 + f (7165501 + f (−4113758 + f (1303614
+f (−213787 + 14169f )))))).
It can be shown that this expression is nonzero for f 2 = 1, and hence the discriminant
cannot be a square, and so ϕ is irreducible for f ∈ (−11/√13,−3).
The system has four singular points, p0 located at the origin, and three others belonging
to the curve ϕ = 0. For f = −3 the origin undergoes a bifurcation, and is a focus for f ∈
(−53/17,−3). The analysis of the phase portrait show us, that for f ∈ (−11/√13,−3)
the curve ϕ = 0 contains a saddle-loop surrounding p0. For f = −11/
√
13 two singular
points lying on the curve, the saddle and the node coincide and a saddle-node bifurcation
takes place. For smaller f there appears a singular point (saddle) on the part of the loop
surrounding the origin, and the double point of our curve is a node. 
4. Higher degree invariant algebraic curves without Liouvillian integrability
We now give an example of a quadratic system with an invariant algebraic curve of
degree 12 which is not Liouvillian integrable.
The example we give is surprisingly simple: take the system
x˙ = 1 + x2 + xy, y˙ = 57/2 − 81/2x2 + 3y2,
with invariant algebraic curve
f = −442368 − 7246584x2 + 71546517x4 − 97906500x6 + 41343750x8
−23437500x10 + 48828125x12 + 322272xy − 12126312x3y + 23463000x5y
+1125000x7y + 15625000x9y − 98784y2 − 711288x2y2 + 5058000x4y2
−375000x6y2 + 32928xy3 − 1124000x3y3 − 5488y4.
This is an irreducible curve (over C) of genus one, with cofactor 12(x + y).
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factors. It therefore follows that there can be no Darboux integrating factor and hence the
system is not Liouvillian integrable (see Singer [12]).
We note that the system is symmetric under the transformation
(x, y, t) → (−x,−y,−t).
There are two pairs of singular points, one pair at P± = (∓1,±2) with eigenvalues
6 ± 3i√2 and −6 ± 3i√2, respectively. The other pair of singular points are at Q± =
(±2i/5√2,±23i/5√2 ) with eigenvalues {3i√2,27i√2/2} and {−3i√2,−27i√2/2}, re-
spectively. The curve f = 0 passes through all of these singular points.
Suppose g = 0 describes another algebraic curve of the system. Since f = 0 is given
by real coefficients and P± are real singular points of focal type, f must vanish on both
of the separatrices of P±. Thus, g = 0 has no branches which pass through the points P±.
In this case, the cofactor of g must pass through P±, and hence is of the form k(2x + y).
Clearly, k cannot be zero, as g would be a first integral of the system and there would be
no singular points of focal type in the finite plane.
Now consider the singular point Q+, since the ratio of eigenvalues is 2/9, the singular
point is linearizable. Thus, there are local coordinates X and Y which vanish along the
separatrices of Q+ and satisfy
X˙ = (3i√2 )X, Y˙ = (27i√2/2)Y.
If the function g expressed in X and Y has a term (not necessarily unique) of lowest degree
XmYn, then the value of the cofactor of g at Q+ must be (3i
√
2 )m + (27i√2/2)n, and
hence
(3i
√
2 )m+ (27i√2/2)n = k(27i/5√2 ).
Thus, k is a positive rational number.
We now consider the behavior of g at infinity. It is well known that the factors of the
highest order terms of g are just the factors of xy˙ − yx˙. These factors are x, d1 = 81x +
y − 5y√13 and d2 = 81x + y + 5y
√
13, which contribute to the highest degree terms of
the cofactor the terms x + y, (1 + 5√13 )x/2 + 3y and (1 − 5√13 )x/2 + 3y, respectively.
Thus, suppose that the highest order terms of g are given by xαdβ1 d
γ
2 , then the highest
order terms of the cofactor are given by
α(x + y)+ β((1 + 5√13 )x/2 + 3y)+ γ ((1 − 5√13 )x/2 + 3y)= k(2x + y).
Since k is rational, we see that we must have β = γ from the terms in x in the equation
above. However, this gives
α + β = 2k, α + 6β = k,
and so, k = −5β  0. This contradicts the positivity of k. Hence there are no other alge-
braic curves for the system.
To complete the proof we must show that there are also no exponential factors. Recall
that an exponential factor is a function of the form E = exp(D/C), where D and C are
polynomials with no common factors, which satisfies E˙ = EM , for some polynomial M
of degree less than the degree of the system, for more details see [5,6]. It turns out that
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then
D˙ = DL+CM. (19)
From what we have said above, the denominator, C, must be a power of f , say f N . If we
consider the point P+, then this is linearizable, and so there exist local coordinates W and
Z such that
W˙ = (6 + 3i√2 )W, Z˙ = (6 − 3i√2 )Z.
Clearly, C = WNZNU(W,Z) in these coordinates, where U is a unit in C{W,Z}. We can
also express D as a sum of terms of the form dijWiZj , in which case (19) gives∑
i,j≥0
dij
[
6(i + j)+ 3i√2(i − j)−L]WiZj = WNZNU(W,Z)M,
where L and M can be expressed as power series in W and Z. However, we know that
about P+, L = 12N + O(W,Z), and so, if N > 0, there can be no terms in D with i or
j less than N , and hence C divides D locally, and hence globally. Thus, the denominator
C can only be the trivial power of f 0 = 1 and L = 0, and (19) gives D˙ = M with M of
degree one. Considering the highest order terms of D˙, we find (as above) that the highest
order terms of D must then be expressible as xα˜dβ˜1 d
γ˜
2 and
α˜(x + y)+ β˜((1 + 5√13 )x/2 + 3y)+ γ˜ ((1 − 5√13 )x/2 + 3y)= 0,
whence α˜ = β˜ = γ˜ = 0. Thus there are no exponential factors and the system is not Liou-
villian integrable.
We remark that similar systems to the ones above have been found by Chavarriga and
Llibre with algebraic curves of degree 6 and 8.
Open question 2. Does there exist quadratic systems with invariant algebraic curves of
arbitrarily large degree which are not Liouvillian integrable? Could such examples be re-
alized in the class of quadratic systems with no linear terms?
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